
Math 6321, Fall 2016
Due 12 October

Homework 3 – ODE Systems, Stability Analysis & Simple Implicit Methods

All codes for this homework should be turned in via your personal Bitbucket repository, in a folder
named HW3. You must include a Makefile in that folder that will build all of your codes for
the assignment using only the command make. Your programs should use the files matrix.hpp,
matrix.cpp, newton.hpp, newton.cpp, resid.hpp and rhs.hpp provided on the course web
page. It should also use your adapt euler.hpp and adapt euler.cpp files from homework 2
(or if you don’t like yours, use the versions provided in class).

1. Chapter 3, problem 4.

2. Consider the ODE system,

y′1 = −3y1 + y2 − e−2t, y1(0) = 2,

y′2 = y1 − 3y2 + e−t, y2(0) = 1,

for t ∈ [0, 3]. Determine the analytical solution (by hand; show all relevant steps).

If necessary, update your adapt euler.hpp and adapt euler.cpp solver to correctly handle
ODE systems with solution y(t) ∈ Rm. Additionally, you should incorporate any adaptivity
modifications desired to make your method more efficient.

Write a main() routine in a file prob2.cpp that uses your adaptive Euler method with relative
tolerances {10−2, 10−4, 10−6, 10−8} and absolute tolerance 10−12. Output the solution and error
every dtout = 0.3. For each set of tolerances, compute the max-norm error ‖y− yh‖ over all of
the output times; output both this maximum and rtol‖y‖+ atol to determine how well you meet
the accuracy goal for that test. Also output the total number of time steps that you required
to solve the problem with each set of tolerances.

3. One approximate solution approach for the implicit Euler method is to use an explicit
Euler predictor, followed by one or two fixed-point iterations of the implicit Euler residual (this
is the method recommended by the book). The case of a single fixed-point iteration gives the
’solution’

yn+1 = yn + h f(tn+1, yn + h f(tn, yn)),

and the case of two fixed-point iterations is analagous. Determine the linear stability regions
for the one and two iteration approaches. How does the stability region seem to change as the
number of iterations increases? Do you concur with the book’s recommendation to use this
method for stiff problems?



4. Consider the following “θ-methods”:

yn+1 = yn + h f(tn + θh, (1− θ)yn + θyn+1), [generalized midpoint],

yn+1 = yn + (1− θ)h f(tn, yn) + θ h f(tn+1, yn+1), [generalized trapezoid].

Determine the stability regions for both methods as a function of θ. For which values of θ are
the methods A-stable?

5. Write a new implicit time stepping class that implements the generalized trapezoid
method from the preceding problem. This class should have constructor

GeneralizedTrapezoid(RHSFunction& frhs, RHSJacobian& Jrhs,

double theta, std::vector<double>& y);

and evolution routine

std::vector<double> Evolve(std::vector(double)& tspan, double h,

std::vector<double>& y);

Write a main() routine in a file prob5.cpp that uses the methods:

(a) generalized trapezoid with θ = 1,

(b) generalized trapezoid with θ = 0.55,

(c) generalized trapezoid with θ = 0.5, and

(d) generalized trapezoid with θ = 0.45

to solve the problem

y′ = λy +
1

1 + t2
− λ tan−1(t), y(0) = 0,

that has analytical solution y(t) = tan−1(t). Your tests should use

• stiffness parameters λ = {−200,−2000,−20000},

• step sizes h = {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}, and

• time interval t ∈ [0, 1];

i.e. you will run 48 tests (4 methods × 3 λs × 4 hs) – I recommend that you do these in loops
over λ and h instead of copy-pasting things over and over again.

For each test, compute the error every dtout = 0.1, and output the max-norm error in time.
You should ensure that your methods use Newton solver tolerances that are tight enough to
guarantee accuracy to the full precision of the IVP method. For each method, and at each λ
value, estimate and output the order of convergence for the method. On paper, discuss your
results (stability, accuracy, etc.).


